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Abstract

Altered host immune responses are considered to play a key role in the pathogenesis of acute lower

respiratory infections (ALRI). The existing literature on cytokine responses in ALRI is largely

focussed on adults from developed countries and there are few reports describing the role of

cytokines in childhood ALRI, particularly in African or human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-

infected populations. To measure systemic cytokine levels in blood plasma from young South

African children with and without ALRI and with and without HIV to determine associations

between cytokine responses and disease status and respiratory viral identification. Blood plasma

samples were collected from 106 hospitalized ALRI cases and 54 non-ALRI controls less than 2
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years of age. HIV status was determined. Blood plasma concentrations of 19 cytokines, 7

chemokines, and 4 growth factors (epidermal growth factor, fibroblast growth factor-basic,

hepatocyte growth factor, and vascular endothelial) were measured using The Human Cytokine

30-Plex Panel. Common respiratory viruses were identified by PCR. Mean cytokine concentrations

for G-CSF, interferon (IFN)- , interleukin (IL)-5, and MCP-1 were significantly higher in ALRI

cases than in nonrespiratory controls. Within the ALRI cases, several cytokines were higher in

children with a virus compared with children without a virus. Mean cytokine concentrations for

IFN- , IFN- , IL-4, IL-5, IL-13, tumour necrosis factor- , and MIP-1  were significantly lower

in HIV-infected cases than in HIV-uninfected cases, while IP-10 and monokine induced by

interferon-  were significantly higher in HIV-infected cases than in HIV-uninfected cases. Certain

cytokines are likely to play an important role in the host immune response to ALRI. HIV-infected

children have impaired inflammatory responses to respiratory infections compared with HIV-

uninfected children..

Keywords: cytokines, disease control, human immunodeficiency virus, pathogenesis, respiratory

tract,virus classification

1 Introduction

Acute lower respiratory infections (ALRI), caused primarily by viruses and bacteria, are the

leading cause of childhood mortality worldwide.1 Infections and their interaction with host

immune system cytokine responses are considered to play a key role in the pathogenesis of ALRI.

Cytokine type and levels indicate the nature of an immune response for a particular individual.

Upon detection of a pathogen, immune cells initiate an immune response specific to that pathogen.2
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Cytokines are often divided into proinflammatory cytokines (interleukin [IL]-1, IL-8, IL-12, IL-

18, and tumour necrosis factor [TNF]- ) that stimulate the immune system and antiinflammatory

cytokines (IL-1RA, IL-10, and IL-11) that suppress the immune system.2 Some cytokines such as

IL-6 can have either a proinflammatory or antiinflammatory action.3 T helper (Th) cells or CD4+

T helper cells in particular play a key role in modulating immune responses. Th1-type cytokines

(e.g., IL-12, and interferon [IFN]- ) generate proinflammatory responses against intracellular

pathogens such as viruses and bacteria.4 Th2-type cytokines generate responses against

extracellular parasites such as helminths and include ILs (e.g., IL-1, IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13) that are

associated with the promotion of immunoglobulin E and eosinophilic responses in atopy as well

as IL-10 which has more of an antiinflammatory response.4 CD4+ cells not only regulate the

immune system but also play a major role in inflammatory disease progression. Information on

cytokine levels in children with and without ALRI in Africa has the potential to help elucidate the

role of the immune system in the pathogenesis of childhood ALRI.

The existing literature on the pattern of cytokine responses in ALRI is largely focussed on only a

select few, well-characterised cytokines including TNF- , IFN- , IL-1 , IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10,

and are mainly from adult studies.5-9 There are few comprehensive reports on the role of cytokines

in childhood ALRI. In one study of systemic responses of 15 cytokines in children with

community-acquired pneumonia in the USA, IL-6 was associated with markers of disease

severity.10 The study also compared cytokine concentrations with different aetiologies (bacteria

alone, viruses alone or mixed infections) and found different patterns of cytokine response in

different infectious diseases, including IFN- , IL-6, IL-17, GM-CSF, and TNF-  concentrations

as well as higher concentrations of IFN- , IL-6, GM-CSF, and TNF-  among children with mixed
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infections compared with children with viruses or bacterial alone. Studies on cytokine responses

in ALRI in Africa are lacking especially in paediatric populations. A study of infants with

respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) in The Gambia reported an increase in IL-13 in response to RSV

antigens.11

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection plays an important role in the frequency and

outcome of ALRI12 with pneumonia being the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in HIV-

infected children.13 HIV-infected individuals have a disordered immune system and disrupted

function of the CD4+ T helper cells associated with decreased levels of the proinflammatory Th1

cytokines including IL-12, IL-2, and IFN- .14 This may contribute to heightened disease responses

to viruses and bacteria. Hence, HIV-infected individuals are more susceptible to infections

including ALRI that are normally cleared by the immune system of a healthy individual. As HIV

infection suppresses the immune response, both proinflammatory and antiinflammatory cytokines

are likely to be altered in HIV-infected individuals with ALRI. Few investigations of cytokines in

HIV-infected individuals with respiratory illness have been conducted in African countries. In

African children, Green et al.15 found that in HIV-infected infants with severe hypoxic pneumonia,

IL-10 and IFN-inducible protein (IP)-10 levels were higher in infants with more severe lung

disease. However, as only HIV-infected children were included in the study, the relative

contribution of ALRI versus HIV to the cytokine changes was unknown. Another study of

Malawian children 2 months to 16 years of age with pneumonia or meningitis found that in HIV-

infected children, IL-1 , IL-6, and IL-10 levels were all significantly higher in HIV-infected

nonsurvivors than in HIV-infected survivors but this difference was not significant among HIV-

uninfected children.16
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A wide range of respiratory viruses and bacteria are known to cause ALRI. However, no clinical

symptom is pathognomonic of infection with a specific respiratory pathogen, and most pathogens

are able to elicit a range of upper and lower respiratory tract symptoms and cause disease ranging

from mild to severe.17 Several studies have reported on cytokine levels associated with specific

respiratory pathogens; human rhinovirus (HRV) infection has been associated with increased

levels of Th218, 19 and Th1720-22 cytokines and RSV infection has been associated with increased

levels of Th2 cytokines.11, 23 As evidence suggests that specific respiratory pathogens may elicit

specific cytokine responses, for reasons that are not yet clear, host cytokine profiles could provide

a biomarker for determining the aetiology of ALRI. The relative importance of individual

pathogens and the mechanisms that lead to lower respiratory infection, remain poorly understood

and an understanding of pathogen-specific cytokine profiles may provide insight into the

pathogenesis of ALRI.

The aims of this study were to measure systemic cytokine (and chemokine and growth factors) in

blood plasma from young South African children i) with and without ALRI, ii) with and without

HIV and iii) with and without different respiratory viruses to determine associations between

cytokine responses and disease status and respiratory viral identification. We hypothesised that

there would be cytokine responses unique to ALRI, HIV-infection and specific viral infections.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Study Population

A prospective case-control study was conducted between July 2011 and November 2012 in

Pretoria, South Africa. Children 0–2 years of age admitted to the Steve Biko Academic Hospital
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or Tshwane District Hospital and diagnosed with ALRI (pneumonia or bronchiolitis) were enrolled

as cases. A clinical diagnosis of pneumonia or bronchiolitis was determined by the treating

physician; pneumonia was diagnosed in children with respiratory distress and either chest X-ray

changes (e.g., consolidation or effusion), fever (defined as an axillary temperature of  >37.5°C) or

auscultatory findings (e.g., crepitations or bronchial breathing) while bronchiolitis was diagnosed

in children with respiratory distress and at least one of the following; wheeze, chest X-ray changes

(e.g., signs of hyperinflation) or Hoover's sign (inward movement of the lower rib cage during

inspiration). Age-matched children presenting to the same hospitals over the same time period with

a nonrespiratory illness or injury were enrolled as controls. Exclusion criteria for controls included

current signs or symptoms of respiratory illness. Recruitment was conducted throughout the year

regardless of season. This study was approved by the University of Western Australia Human

Research Ethics Committee and University of Pretoria Ethics Committee before commencement.

Written informed consent was obtained from parents or guardians before participation.

2.2 Data and Sample Collection

Information and samples were obtained from the enrolled cases and controls on the day of

recruitment. One millilitre of whole blood was collected by venepuncture into

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid tubes which were centrifuged for 10 min at 1000–2000g within

h of blood draw to separate plasma from red blood cells. Nasopharyngeal aspirates (NPAs) were

collected and respiratory viruses (HRV, adenovirus, RSV, bocavirus, coronavirus, parainfluenza

viruses, influenza viruses, and metapneumovirus) were identified as described in Annamalay et

al.24 Plasma, red blood cells and NPAs were stored at 80°C until sent to Perth, Australia on dry ice

for further analyses. HIV status was determined using HIV enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
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tests and confirmed with a PCR for children less than 18 months of age. A detailed questionnaire

was administered by the study doctor to at least one parent or guardian of the enrolled children.

Information on clinical symptoms (e.g., cough, wheeze, shortness of breath, fever, weak and tired,

runny nose, congestion and sneezing), health history (e.g., antibiotic therapy and allergies) and

past and present medications was collected. Demographic details including gender, age and

ethnicity and environmental and socioeconomic information were also collected via the

questionnaire.

2.3 Plasma Cytokine Concentrations

Plasma concentrations of 19 cytokines (G-CSF, GM-CSF, IFN- , IFN- , IL-1 , IL-1RA, IL-2, IL-

2R, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-7, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, IL-13, IL-15, IL-17, and TNF- ), 7 chemokines

(Eotaxin, IP-10, MCP-1, monokine induced by interferon-  (MIG), MIP-1 , MIP-1 , and

RANTES) and 4 growth factors (epidermal growth factor, fibroblast growth factor-basic,

hepatocyte growth factor [HGF], and vascular endothelial) were measured using The Human

Cytokine 30-Plex Panel (Luminex). The Human Cytokine 30-Plex Panel is based on xMAP

technology which uses a suspension array system with colour-coded beads that allow for the

simultaneous detection of up to 100 cytokines in a single well of a microplate.25 The assay was run

according to The Human Cytokine 30-Plex Panel protocol of Novex by Life Technologies.

Samples were analyzed using the Bio-Plex suspension array system (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

Analysis of experimental data was done using five-parametric curve fitting. All samples and

standards were assayed in duplicate and samples with a coefficient of variation (CV) greater than

50%  were  excluded  from  analyses.  The  mean  %CV  for  each  cytokine  ranged  from  6.29%  to

12.40%. Samples that were below the standard range or that were extrapolated below the standard
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range were reported as the midpoint between the expected concentration (pg/ml) of the lowest

standard and zero. A few samples were out of range (above) and were reported as the concentration

(pg/ml) of the highest standard.

2.4 Statistical Analyses

Log-transformed cytokine concentrations were used for parametric analyses and the data are

presented as geometric means with SD. Associations between plasma cytokine concentrations and

ALRI, HIV, or HRV were first analysed using independent samples t test and if significant

(p .05), were then included in multiple linear regression analysis controlling for age. All analyses

between ALRI cases and nonrespiratory controls were carried out only within the HIV-uninfected

group. All analyses comparing HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected children were carried out only

within the ALRI cases. Principal component analysis (PCA) was carried out on the panel of 30

cytokines. Principal components (PC) identified were retained for further analysis if their

eigenvalues were above one. Varimax with the Kaiser Normalization rotation method was applied.

PCA was employed to reduce the data dimension of the cytokine data. The score values of these

PCA components were compared between groups using independent sample t tests. Statistical

analyses were performed using SPSS version 22.0 (SPSS Inc.) and a p .05 was considered

statistically significant.

3 Results

3.1 Population Demographics

One hundred and six ALRI cases (67.0% males, median age 5.6 months, IQR 2.4-10.6 months)

and 54 controls (57.4% males, median age 7.9 months, IQR 2.4-13.9 months) were enrolled
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between July 2011 and November 2012. There were no significant differences in the population

demographics (age, gender or ethnicity) between the ALRI cases and non-respiratory controls. Of

the 106 ALRI cases, 58 were diagnosed with pneumonia (63.8% male) and 48 were diagnosed

with bronchiolitis (70.8% male) (p=0.443). Seventeen children were HIV-infected, of which only

2 were non-respiratory controls (p=0.049).  Of the 15 HIV-infected ALRI cases,  only one was

diagnosed with bronchiolitis whereas the rest were diagnosed with pneumonia (p=0.020).

3.2 Plasma cytokine concentrations in ALRI cases and controls

Cytokine concentrations were measured in plasma samples from 86 HIV-uninfected ALRI cases

and 48 HIV-uninfected non-respiratory controls. Mean cytokine concentrations for G-CSF, IFN-

, IL-5 and MCP-1 were significantly higher in ALRI cases than in non-respiratory controls

(Figure 1, Supplementary Table 1). Between the ALRI diagnosis groups (pneumonia and

bronchiolitis), mean hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) concentration was significantly higher in

pneumonia cases (925.8 pg/ml, 95% CI: 685.7-1249.8) than in bronchiolitis cases (605.1 pg/ml,

95% CI: 494.6-640.4, p=0.020) and mean IL-13 concentration was significantly lower in

pneumonia cases (70.4 pg/ml, 95% CI: 47.7-105.5) than in bronchiolitis cases (117.0 pg/ml, 95%

CI: 88.9-154.0, p=0.040).

3.3 Cytokine concentrations in HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected ALRI cases

Cytokine concentrations were measured in plasma samples from 15 HIV-infected ALRI cases and

86 HIV-uninfected ALRI cases. Mean cytokine concentrations for IFN- , IFN- , IL-4, IL-5, IL-

13, TNF- , and MIP-1  were significantly lower in HIV-infected cases than in HIV-uninfected

cases, while IP-10 and MIG were significantly higher in HIV-infected cases than in HIV-

uninfected cases (Figure 2 and Table S2).
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Figure 1. Logarithmic mean difference (and 95% CI) in plasma cytokine concentrations between (HIV-uninfected)

ALRI cases and controls. Cytokines with mean difference values above 0 were higher in ALRI cases than controls.

ALRI, acute lower respiratory infections; CI, confidence interval; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus
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Figure 2. Logarithmic mean difference (and 95% CI) in plasma cytokine concentrations between HIV-infected and

HIV-uninfected ALRI cases. Cytokines with mean difference values above 0 were higher in HIV-infected ALRI cases

than HIV-uninfected ALRI cases. ALRI, acute lower respiratory infections; CI, confidence interval; HIV, human

immunodeficiency virus

3.4 Cytokine concentrations specific for respiratory viruses

Plasma cytokine concentrations relating to respiratory viruses were investigated within HIV-

uninfected ALRI cases and nonrespiratory controls. At least one respiratory virus was identified
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in 72 (83.7%) ALRI cases and 33 (70.2%) nonrespiratory controls, of which, HRV was the most

commonly identified virus (49.4% in cases and 36.2% in controls), as described in Annamalay et

al.24 This was followed by adenovirus (34.1% in cases and 29.8% in controls) and RSV (30.6% in

cases and 17.0% in controls). For overall viral detection, there were no significant differences in

cytokine concentrations between ALRI cases with at least one respiratory virus identified (n 72)

and ALRI cases with no respiratory virus identified (n 13). One case was excluded as their

cytokine concentration was above %CV. Among controls, however, IP-10, IL-8, and MCP-1

concentrations were significantly higher in children with at least one respiratory virus than in

controls with no respiratory virus (p .008, p .032, and p .028, respectively).

For HRV, mean cytokine concentrations for IL-5, TNF- , IL-2, G-CSF, IL-7, and IL-17 were

significantly higher in HRV-positive ALRI cases than in HRV-negative ALRI cases (Table 1). For

controls, there were no significant differences in mean cytokine concentrations between HRV-

positive and HRV-negative children. For RSV, mean cytokine concentrations for IL-12, IL-13, IL-

2, and IFN-  were significantly higher in RSV-positive cases than in RSV-negative ALRI cases

while RANTES was significantly lower in RSV-positive ALRI cases than in RSV-negative ALRI

cases (Table 1). Among controls, mean IL-12 concentration was significantly higher in RSV-

positive children (600.6 pg/ml; 95% CI: 398.8–904.6) than in RSV-negative children (426.8 pg/ml;

95% CI: 375.1–485.6; p .039). For adenovirus, the mean IL-6 concentration was significantly

higher in adenovirus-positive ALRI cases (41.1 pg/ml; 95% CI: 20.9–80.9) than in adenovirus-

negative ALRI cases (19.2 pg/ml; 95% CI: 13.2–28.1; p .035) and there were no differences in

mean cytokine concentrations between adenovirus-positive controls and adenovirus-negative

controls.
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Table 1. Mean concentrations (pg/ml) for cytokine, chemokine, and growth factors that were significantly different

between virus-positive and virus-negative (HIV-uninfected) ALRI cases

Abbreviations: ALRI, acute lower respiratory infections; CI, confidence interval; IFN, interferon; IL, interleukin;

TNF, tumour necrosis factor.
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3.5 Principal component analysis

Eight principal components with eigenvalues above one were identified and included in further

analysis. Each principal component (PC1- PC8) was composed of cytokines that shared a

correlation above 0.3 as presented in Table 2. The 8 principle components obtained cumulatively

explain 74.2% of variation within the dataset.

Table 2. Cytokines in each of the eight rotated principal component matrix

Note: Principal components were composed of cytokines that shared a correlation above 0.3.

Abbreviations: ALRI, acute lower respiratory infections; CI, confidence interval; EGF, epidermal growth factor;
FGF, fibroblast growth factor; IFN, interferon; IL, interleukin; MIG, monokine induced by interferon- ; TNF,
tumour necrosis factor; VEGF, vascular endothelial.
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3.6 Principal component analysis of clinical groups

Associations between the eight PCs and different clinical groups were examined. A PC factor score

is the composite measure created from the PCA and is referred to as either PC1-PC8 or the

component of the most strongly associated cytokines. For examples, PC1 can be referred to as the

IL-5 component. A lower PC factor score correlates to a lower plasma cytokine concentration.

There were no differences in PC factor scores between HIV-uninfected ALRI cases and controls.

Between ALRI diagnosis groups, PC3 factor score was significantly higher in HIV-uninfected

pneumonia cases than in HIV-uninfected bronchiolitis cases.

Between HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected ALRI cases, the PC1 factor score was significantly

lower for HIV-infected cases than for HIV-uninfected cases (p .001) and PC6 and PC7 factor

scores were significantly higher for HIV-infected cases than for HIV-uninfected cases (p .049

and p .025 for PC6 and PC7, respectively). We also compared HIV-infected ALRI cases (n 15)

with the control group (n 54) and found PC1 was significantly lower in the HIV-infected ALRI

cases than in the control group (p .004) while PC4 and PC6 were higher in the HIV-infected

ALRI cases than in the control group (p .013 and p .018, respectively).

3.7 Principal component analysis of identified respiratory viruses

We examined associations between PC factor scores and respiratory viral identification in ALRI

cases and nonrespiratory controls. Among ALRI cases, there were no differences in PC factor

scores for cases with at least one respiratory virus compared with cases with no respiratory virus.

Among controls, PC4 and PC6 factor scores were significantly higher for children with at least
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one respiratory virus than for children with no respiratory virus (p .005 and p .003,

respectively).

For HRV-positive ALRI cases (n 39), the PC1 factor score was significantly higher than for

HRV-negative ALRI cases (n 42, p .003) and no differences were observed for factor scores

between HRV-positive and HRV-negative controls. For RSV-positive ALRI cases (n 25), PC6

and PC8 factor scores were significantly higher than for RSV-negative ALRI cases (n 56;

p .010 and p .005, respectively) and no differences were observed for factor scores between

RSV-positive and RSV-negative controls. There were no differences in PC factor scores between

adenovirus-positive and adenovirus-negative children for either the ALRI cases or controls group.

4 Discussion

Although other studies have examined cytokine levels in young children either with ALRI or with

and without HIV, this is the first study to investigate cytokine levels in children with ALRI and

with or without HIV. This comprehensive analysis included 30 cytokines, most of which had not

been investigated anywhere in either adults or children with ALRI. We found significant

associations between several cytokines and ALRI, HIV infection and respiratory virus

identification, some of which support previous reports and others we report for the first time.

Comparing ALRI cases and nonrespiratory controls, all of whom were HIV-uninfected, the IFN-

, IL-5, G-CSF, and MCP-1 levels were significantly higher in cases than controls. IFN-  has been

identified as an important cytokine in respiratory illness26 and has been found to be elevated in

both local and systemic samples from patients with community-acquired pneumonia compared
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with healthy individuals.9 However, there are limited data on the roles of IL-5, G-CSF, and MCP-

1 in ALRI with scarce data demonstrating increased IL-5 in atopic asthmatics,27-30 increased MCP-

1 in patients with interstitial lung disease,31 and increased G-CSF in mice induced with

pneumococcal pneumonia.32 This  is  the first  study to  find elevated levels  of  IL-5,  G-CSF,  and

MCP-1 in young African children with ALRI.

Several studies in adults and children have reported increased IL-6 levels in individuals with

pneumonia.5, 7-10 Our findings support the current understanding that cytokines play an important

role in the host immune response to ALRI by confirming known associations between cytokines

and ALRI (i.e., IFN-  and IL-6) as well as demonstrating novel associations (i.e., IL-5, G-CSF,

and MCP).

Between HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected children with ALRI, IP-10 and MIG levels were

significantly higher in HIV-infected children than in HIV-uninfected children, while IFN- , IFN-

, IL-4, IL-5, IL-13, TNF- , and MIP-1  were significantly lower in HIV-infected children than

in HIV-uninfected children. IP-10 and MIG are CXC chemokines that play an important role in

innate and adaptive immunity.33 Concordant with our findings, Green et al.15 also found that IP-

10 (and IL-10) were associated with more severe lung disease and that levels were higher in HIV-

infected infants with severe hypoxic pneumonia than in HIV-infected infants with bronchiectasis.15

As only HIV-infected children were included in Green et al.'s15 study and as the control group

consisted of children with bronchiectasis, the relative contribution of ALRI and HIV in that study

is unknown. However, increased levels of IP-10 associated with HIV-infection have also been

reported in adult populations outside of Africa.33-36 Also, in agreement with our findings, a study
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of adults with HIV-infection in the United States also found IFN-  to be decreased in HIV-infected

individuals compared with HIV-uninfected individuals.37 Of the six cytokines tested in their study,

Tudela et al.37 reported three to be higher in the HIV-infected group than in the HIV-uninfected

group. The three cytokines that were increased in the HIV-infected group (IL-6, IL-10, and TGF-

) were known anti-inflammatory cytokines, while the three cytokines that were decreased (IL-12,

IL-2, and IFN- ) were known as proinflammatory cytokines, which the authors hypothesized was

a result of HIV's role in dampening the immune response to intracellular pathogens. In our study,

we found that 7 of the 30 cytokines measured were significantly lower in HIV-infected children

than in HIV-uninfected children (IFN- , IFN- , IL-4, IL-5, IL-13, TNF- , and MIP-1 ) while only

two cytokines were significantly higher in HIV-infected children than in HIV-uninfected children

(IP-10 and MIG). Of the seven cytokines that were significantly lower in HIV-infected children,

TNF-  is a known proinflammatory cytokine while IL-4 and IL-13 are known to be Th2

immunomodulatory cytokines. Hence, our findings challenge the proinflammatory versus

antiinflammatory hypothesis put forth by Tudela et al.37 However,  unlike  our  study,  the  HIV-

infected individuals in the study by Tuleda et al.37 did not have an acute respiratory illness at the

time of sampling. Our study examined HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected children with ALRI and

hence, allowed us to elucidate how host immune responses to an ALRI were affected by HIV. For

example, IFN-  and IL-5 levels were significantly higher in ALRI cases compared with

nonrespiratory controls. In the ALRI cases, IFN-  and IL-5 levels were significantly lower among

HIV-infected individuals than HIV-uninfected individuals. This suggests that HIV-infected

children have impaired inflammatory responses to respiratory infections compared with HIV-

uninfected children.
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We also found associations between several cytokines and respiratory viruses. IL-5, TNF- , IL-2,

G-CSF, IL-7, and IL-17 levels were significantly higher in HRV-positive ALRI cases than in

HRV-negative ALRI cases. HRV has been shown to generate strong Th2 and Th17 cytokine

responses18, 19 which are known to regulate airway inflammation during respiratory viral

infections.20-22 Indeed, we found elevated levels of the Th2 cytokine IL-5 and the Th17 cytokine

IL-17 among ALRI cases with HRV infection when compared with ALRI cases without HRV

infection. However, IL-2, which can be either a Th1 or Th2 cytokine, was also higher among the

HRV-positive cases than the HRV-negative cases.

For RSV, cytokine levels of IL-12, IL-13, IL-2, and IFN-  were significantly higher in RSV-

positive ALRI cases than in RSV-negative ALRI cases while RANTES was significantly lower in

RSV-positive ALRI cases than in RSV-negative ALRI cases. Among nonrespiratory controls, IL-

12 was significantly higher in RSV-positive children than in RSV-negative children. Like HRV,

there is evidence that RSV induces strong Th2 cytokines38, 39 but there is conflicting evidence over

the role of Th1 cytokines, with some studies reporting increased levels associated with RSV

infection38, 39 while others report reduced expression of Th1 cytokines (i.e., IFN- ) among infants

with more severe RSV bronchiolitis compared with those with mild disease.40 For adenovirus, we

found that IL-6 was significantly higher in adenovirus-positive ALRI cases than in adenovirus-

negative ALRI-cases, which support the current literature on increased IL-6 levels in individuals

with ALRI.5, 7-10 In this study, the elevated cytokines among the virus-positive ALRI-cases

identified belonged to Th1, Th2, and Th17 cytokines as well as to the proinflammatory and

antiinflammatory groups. Hence, our data suggest that specific respiratory viral infections generate
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different cytokine responses and collectively generate a wide range of cytokines that may not

necessarily fit into the proinflammatory versus antiinflammatory or Th1 versus Th2 processes.

Cytokines are often functionally divided into proinflammatory versus antiinflammatory or Th1

versus Th2 cytokines. As we did not find any functional group to be associated with ALRI, HIV

or respiratory viral identification, principle component analysis was carried out to determine if

there were any other unique patterns of cytokine groupings associated with ALRI, HIV and

respiratory viral identification. PC1 (IL-5 component) was significantly lower in HIV-infected

ALRI cases than in both HIV-uninfected ALRI cases and nonrespiratory controls. The interaction

between Treg cells, HIV-infection and ALRI is an interesting question, without any evidence in

the literature. PC6 (IP-10 component) and PC7 (MIG component) were significantly higher in

HIV-infected ALRI cases than in HIV-uninfected ALRI cases. When comparing findings between

different diagnostic categories of ALRI, PC3 (IL-1RA component) was significantly higher in

HIV-uninfected pneumonia cases than in HIV-uninfected bronchiolitis cases and we found

different factors associated with the different respiratory viruses. These findings illustrate the

usefulness of performing PCA to identify distinct cytokine patterns and inflammatory signatures

associated with disease or specific respiratory pathogens.

One limitation of this study is the lack of information on bacterial infections. As bacteria is

commonly identified in children with pneumonia, it is possible that bacterial aetiology may

influence cytokine levels. Another limitation is the use of a hospital control group. Control children

were hospitalized for nonrespiratory illnesses and hence, cytokine levels obtained for the control
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group were not representative of healthy children. Furthermore, as systemic rather than local

cytokine levels were measured, cytokine levels obtained may be influenced by different disease

states among the control group. Nonetheless, comparison of ALRI cases with nonrespiratory

controls allowed us to elucidate ALRI-specific systemic cytokine responses and show for the first

time that IL-5, G-CSF, and MCP-1 cytokine levels are elevated in young South African children

with ALRI.

5 Conclusion

Certain cytokines are likely to play an important role in the host immune response to ALRI. HIV-

infected children have impaired inflammatory responses to respiratory infections compared with

HIV-uninfected children. A number of cytokines are elevated in HIV-infected ALRI cases and

many become reduced. Comparison of ALRI cases with nonrespiratory controls allowed us to

elucidate ALRI-specific systemic cytokine responses and show for the first time that IL-5, G-CSF

and MCP-1 cytokine levels are elevated in young South African children with ALRI.
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